the way of the explorer an apollo astronaut's journey - the way of the explorer an apollo astronaut's journey through the material and mystical worlds revised edition paperback february 15 2008, earthrise my adventures as an apollo 14 astronaut - in earthrise edgar mitchell treats us to a firsthand account of his life a trajectory that just happens to include a visit to the moon as an apollo 14 astronaut we learn how such views of the universe have the power to transform your feelings your emotions and your state of mind edgar mitchell was a different person upon returning to earth having obtained a cosmic perspective on life, science fiction news autumn 2017 concatenation - autumn 2017 television news the new doctor who is to be a double xx by now this really is not news even if you only get your sf news seasonally through this site you would have been unlikely to miss out on the bbc's announcement that jodie whittaker is to be the new doctor, thinking outside the box a misguided idea psychology today - 10 signs you know what matters values are what bring distinction to your life you don't find them you choose them and when you do you're on the path to fulfillment, science marches on tv tropes - scientific terminology is also subject to change and it can be particularly jarring if a story set 20 minutes into the future uses names that were widespread a few years ago but are obsolete now and are likely to remain so for example the word atomic has been mostly supplanted by nuclear likewise older science fiction written in the us did not foresee the adoption of metric measurements, port manteaux word maker onelook dictionary search - port manteaux churns out silly new words when you feed it an idea or two enter a word or two above and you'll get back a bunch of portmanteaux created by jamming together words that are conceptually related to your inputs for example enter giraffe and you'll get back words like gazellephant and gorilldebeest
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